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Session aims

⟶ Introduce key concepts in mapping, data viz and diagramming
⟶ Complete a series of practical visualisation exercises 
⟶ Consider and discuss existing methods and practices 
⟶ Design your own visual exercises 
⟶ Develop a visual prototype based on your own context 



Introductions
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draw | 5 mins
⟶ Visualise your journey from home to here today



share | 20 mins
⟶ What do you notice about the different 

ways people have approached the brief?
⟶ How are the visuals similar?
⟶ How are they different?



Key concepts



Concept #1

Time



time

Often visualized horizontally from left to right 
(although this is a very western bias)





draw | 5 mins
⟶ take your journey
⟶ visualise it again 
⟶ use a different representation of time





Concept #2

Diagrams



diagrams

⟶ communicate relationships
⟶ use simple shapes and lines
⟶ can be quantitative





draw | 5 mins
⟶ Visualise your journey again as a diagram
⟶ Use a different diagrammatic base





Tube Map 1932





Round Tube Map – Jonathan Fisher 2012 http://www.massingbird.com/#/tube-map-design/



compare



compare



Stefanie Posavec: Breaking Fasts: https://www.stefanieposavec.com/offf-chart-illustrations

https://www.stefanieposavec.com/offf-chart-illustrations


draw | 5 mins
Visualise your journey as a diagram

1. Draw a horizontal axis representing time
2. Mark out the stages of your journey and label them
3. You can use icons/symbols if you like ☺
4. Give it a title



compare



Stefanie Posavec: Breaking Fasts: https://www.stefanieposavec.com/offf-chart-illustrations

https://www.stefanieposavec.com/offf-chart-illustrations


draw | 5 mins
Visualise your journey again as a diagram

1. Draw a horizontal axis representing time
2. Draw a vertical axis representing an emotion

(you choose!)
3. Give it a title



compare



Stefanie Posavec: Modern Democracy: https://www.stefanieposavec.com/offf-chart-illustrations

https://www.stefanieposavec.com/offf-chart-illustrations


draw | 5 mins
Visualise your journey (one last time)

Consider how experiences overlap in your journey
(this one is harder)



Concept #3

Icons



icons

⟶ traditionally look like the thing they represent
⟶ tend to work on resemblance





icons

⟶  traditionally look like the thing they represent
⟶  work on resemblance
⟶  they can also use metaphor/association





Concept #4

Symbols



symbols

⟶ may not look like the thing they represent
⟶ shapes ‘stand in’ for meaning
⟶ relationship must be learned





hybrids!

⟶ a combination of signs
⟶ useful for digital concepts



generational



generational



Session aims
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Examples



example #1

What was the challenge?

⟶ Moving from one project to the next
⟶ Limited reflection on the learnings
⟶ Recency effect
⟶ Addressing emotions



example #1

⟶ To design a one-page mapping sheet
⟶ About a unit experience 
⟶ That Graduate Diploma students
⟶ Can use to reflect on 
⟶ their experiences and learning in the 

different projects across the unit
⟶ To enable them to plan their next project
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example #2

What was the challenge?

⟶ ‘all research’
⟶  unrealistic planning
⟶  not maximizing on strengths
⟶  valuing different types of skills



example #2

⟶ To design a timeline
⟶ About design process
⟶ That foundation students
⟶ Can use to reflect on 
⟶ their most (and least) successful project 
⟶ their learnings from those experiences

⟶ To enable them to plan their next project









example #3

What was the challenge?

⟶ Understanding the assessment criteria
⟶ Drawing out what students were 

struggling with to better structure tutorials
⟶ Students seeking general rather than 

specific feedback



example #3

⟶ To design a radial diagram
⟶ About the assessment criteria
⟶ That BA students
⟶ Can use to reflect on their confidence 

levels in relation to the learning outcomes
⟶ To enable a conversation at formative 

assessment about their needs









Break time



Defining your brief



Process

Define

The challenge that 
students are facing

Plan

Write a short concise 
brief setting out what 
you want to achieve

Design!

Experiment with 
visual possibilities



talk | 15 mins
⟶ What are the challenges the 

students are facing in your subject?
⟶How might you use visualization 

to support them?



one-line brief | 15 mins
⟶ To design a…[format]
⟶ About…[topic]
⟶ That…[students]
⟶ Can use to…
⟶ To enable…



discuss | 30 mins
⟶ How might you approach this visually?
⟶ Sketch out some ideas and discuss 

them with your partner…



Laura Knight / Course Leader / MA Communicating Complexity / Central Saint Martins

Stay in touch!

Laura Knight

l.h.knight@arts.ac.uk
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